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Earthquake-damaged Lhakhang was no longer safe and had to be totally demolished 
and removed 7&':2sBtuvwxykz{|y}~l�� 

An earthquake itself is a primary event, but it does not stop there. Earthquakes are 
usually followed by aftershocks and, often, fires.  Social upheaval often happens and 
there is danger for residents and emergency workers. Then follows a lengthy period of 
daily disruption due to lack of housing and services, while the rubble is cleared, and 
new structures are built. Some monasteries and chortens damaged in earthquakes 
may not be rebuilt for some time due to cost and safety reasons. &'�D�����
pk��lv��7�����&'����k���'kE�����*������
v���k-� ¡8¢£¤¥5¦§¨k�©ª«"�¬�T®¯�°k±�3²³
´8µ¶·¸¹ºk7»�¼½¾¿ÀÁ[ÂÃgUÄBÅÆ:k56Ç´�3ÈBÉ�
�Ê�TË7&':2sB>?8tÌk±�EÍ8xyÎÏBÐÑkvTÒÓÔ7ÕÖ
×ØÃ�
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 Earthquake-damaged wall painting. Some monasteries removed the damaged paintings and began anew, 
however, another few attempted restoration. &'2sBÙ/ÚÛ�TË>?��ÜÝ2BÙ/kØg§ÅÞß

àkáâ>?���ãäåæ� 






 Earthquake damaged stupa in the countryside awaiting restoration (image Jim Lindsey) 
&'2sÜç°BTètékêëåæìJim Lindseyíîï 

Although earthquakes are natural disasters, there are man-made factors to the damage 

they cause, including: inadequate infrastructure and preparation; lack of planning and 

communication; unstable building construction; locating monasteries and communities 

on terrain that is vulnerable to landslides; and more.  All these choices increase 

damage from an earthquake event. Since they are choices made by people, the 

choices can be made in a more informed manner for the future safety of those living in 

earthquake regions. Seismic risk can be calculated for specific geographic locations, 

and is a pillar for risk mitigation planning. You can research seismic risk for your 
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monastery’s area through local governmental departments, often universities update 

seismic data, and we often use web searches for current information. ðñ&'�Jß

*òk����5óÎÏôõöB2skq÷%v|øBùú·¸8ûüýþÞÿ!./

8"�Þv#$%BÃ&'(Þ)�*+XB>?8�,k-./01�©«"Þ234

5�ô�6Ë78k9ØÜ&'*+ôR§BÝs:�Îó�6;�56ÓÔ78Bk-

��Ê7&'RB5k<§BxyÓÔ=Å>?@B78àAM;B�&'!"C#Ô&

½)fDE&}FG§Þ6��H01!"./�BIJKL�MÓÔ=ÅN&OPQR

STJU>?VWB&'!"Xk\YE��>g&'âLkK6ZÓÔE�[Y\]§

^_N`Bab�
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Pillar of monastery that was built on a mountaintop. Most of this monastery was 
damaged so severely it had to be removed and completely rebuilt. Ã7*cXB>?J

d�6è>?2seNfØkàg���hik|yØÃ� 
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Even though this monastery was well-constructed with concrete, due to its location it 
suffered severe earthquake damage jñ6�>?Y_kÃõA©rk�Îó�ô7B

)fàlM&'BØm�  
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Nuns building their own monastery in a traditional, pounded-earth technique.  Some 
people believe that traditional structures are stronger during earthquakes than concrete 
buildings. noRpYqrBs/tuÃõv6B>?�TË5wóqrx(7&':y

_k>xz� 
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Rebuilding of Main Stupa in Kathmandu, amongst the rubble from the earthquake’s  
destruction9{|;\té7&'}~BÀ�¾¿:ØÃ 
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Risk Assessment, Disaster Response Planning, and Mitigation!"#$, *+,
-./, 0123


In the past, there was little preparation and planning in order to survive earthquakes. 
Many people died and many treasures were destroyed. Now, the Risk Assessment, 
Disaster Response Planning, and Mitigation guide offers methods and materials that 
will help you, your monastery, and its treasures, as well as your community, to survive 
the next earthquake. Å²kóÜ7&':��Bûü8./��ákÎ4�©ª5¦�
�k©ªAbl2��7k!"#$, *+,-./, 0123B��t�k��Ü��
M8MB>?��AbkÔ��,7~T�&':��Bt@8Ï��


The appendix provided for you includes all the written resources you need for planning 
for earthquakes and related disasters. ��óM��Ü&'8e�*+B./ôgBT
������


• Post-earthquake preservation of monastery treasure &'�;�>?@A

• Field-guide assessment forms ����B#$��

• Disaster vulnerability assessment *+�2:#$

• A shopping list for disaster supplies and list of supplies which you will need for 

after a disaster *+b�B�b¼�8*�ôgb�B¼�

• A supply list for your command center, because after a disaster you have to 

have a command center with a command team leader MB��: ôgb�B
¼�kÎó*+Å�Mz{ö¡�T¢��£¤R£BT���: 


In earthquakes, both lives and treasures are destroyed. There can be complete 
destruction: breakage, smoke damage, water damage, land looting. Therefore, it is not 
only the earthquake damage itself but also the related tremors that cause damage. &
'§�k5D8Ab;�¥2���ôR§BÝs:ÓC�yt)B%Ý¦[§¨2s[
_õöB2s[©ª/&�Î4kvjj�&'2s�Dk��«RB�'�õöB2
s�


Gas tanks may explode, and electrical wiring may spark, causing fires.  To put out fires 
following an earthquake, there can be a considerable amount of water damage to 
buildings, and what they contain. ¬®�ÓC¯°k±²�ÓC³G�´àõö�
*�'�µ�ôYB_k�ÓC-Ã&��×QbZõöeN\B2s�
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Monastery signage about earthquakes and water damage ¶·7>?B¸¹%��&'
8_R§B2s 

An earthquake in itself creates great damage. After the earthquake you have damage 
from fire and water as well as the huge problem of looting. After an earthquake people 
can come and steal. In your earthquake response planning, you have to plan for all 
these possibilities. In addition to the earthquake itself, you must prepare for how to  
decrease destruction caused by fire, water, and loss caused by theft. &'�D�ºõ»
\B2s�'�M���-�[_kÔ�¼ªB½\¾¿ôR§B23�&'�k�5�
L§ÀÁÂ�MB&',-./kz{./ô�6ËÓC:B���ÃÜ&'�DkMz
{-3Ä0á�[_[ÀÅR§B23�ôûü�


Earthquake &'

• Lives and treasures destroyed 5Dxy8ÆbAÇl2�

• Complete destruction |y2s

• Breakage È¦

• Smoke damage §¨2s

• Water damage _õö2s

• Looting ÉÊ¼ª
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Fire follows earthquakes, creating further problems.  For example, the head Geshe of a 
monastery located high up on a hill said that during a major earthquake he was 
trapped in his office in his monastery. He was looking down over the valley during the 
earthquake and he saw houses and monasteries exploding because their gas tanks 
and electrical wiring exploded. He looked down and he saw fires exploding. Not only 
were buildings falling down but there was fire all over the valley. Fire in itself is a real 
problem, but it is also a problem after an earthquake. &'���G��*kZ�ºõ>
ªB¾¿�ËÌ§¨kèÍ7*cBTè>?BÎÏ�Â¨k=7\&'���¥Ð7=
>?BÑÒÓ×�=7&':Ô*Õ~Ö²kTËÄ×8>?Î¬®8±²��à��
¯°�=Ø~ÖM¯°Ù��&'vÚ�ÛÃ&~Ük���ÜÝÞ»�*Õª´B\
��3��D���¾¿k��7&'�B�*ßß�


Here are practical suggestions for what you can do about preventing more earthquake 
damage to your monastery treasures. Follow your emergency plan with team protocol 
as much as possible. These are basic elements of an emergency plan for monasteries: 
6���àáâ>?AÇõö>ª&'2sk�TËzYBÃã��âM�äÑåæMB
¢£./�çèéêë��>?¢£./BTËù��Ï3~%


Basic Elements of Emergency Plan for Monasteries and Communities >?8�,,£
./Bù��Ï


1. People First Ô5ìí


2.   Who Do You Call? �îïðñ


	 Who is in charge? 誰是負責⼈？


	 Emergency phone numbers 緊急電話號碼


	 Full monastery residence list, to text, WeChat, WhatsApp, etc. â>?³ò¢�Xô�5
�ób[ôó[WhatsAppaqa�


3.   Who Should Salvage Collections? ð,õö÷©¤ø:ñ


	 Monastery Treasures Salvage Team (trained previously) 寺院寶藏搶救隊（已訓練）


4.   Where to Bring Damaged Treasures l2Ab�ù²ú�ñ
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	 Another monastery? 另⼀個寺院？


	 Your monastery dining room, classrooms, etc. l*>?Bûü[ýÓa´�


5.   What Do You Salvage First? MÎí�©¤þÿñ


	 Decide your priorities, preferably before an emergency 最好在危急情況出現之前就決定

好搶救的優先次序。


	 Mark the location of these priority treasures on floor plans 在寺院平⾯圖上標註這些優先

搶救的寶物所在位置


6.   Where Are the Emergency Supplies? ¢£¤¥b�7ú�ñ


	 Stockpile supplies before an emergency occurs 危急出現前就儲備好物資


	 Mark the location of supplies on floor plans 在平⾯圖上標註好物資所在處


	 Contact local vendors for additional supplies 聯絡當地供應商增加物資


7.   Who Provides Security During an Emergency? 7¢£!I�k�ð��xy;Bñ


	 Monastics, community members, or government? 僧⼈，社群成員或是政府？


8.   What Information Technology Will You Need to Replace? þÿób"#�Mg�>g$%
Bñ


	 Survey your hardware and software currently in use 審查⽬前適⽤的硬盤和軟體


	 Store monastery files in "cloud" or duplicated offsite 將寺院⽂件夾存在「雲端」或線下

複製


9.   Do You Have Insurance? M6�;"&ñ


10.  Who Has the Plan? ð'���6�./�


	 Make a list of who has copies of your Emergency Plan 寫出持有你應急計畫的⼈名單


	 Update Emergency Plan and Team 更新應急計畫和⼩組成員
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www.treasurecaretaker.com


treasurecaretaker@icloud.com

Train yourself in protecting each other through CERT and other trainings available 
through nonprofit and governmental agencies. =Å�()�OP*(BCERT+�=Ó
,èBýÆk§-.JU/=50e;<�





Monastics are training in emergency techniques to save lives. We can adapt these 
techniques to save monastery treasures. 7¢£"C-.:B45¤��¦�K6�Ó

ÔY6Ë"C1¤>?@A� 

• Enter the monastery only when it is safe after the earthquakes and tremors have 
stopped, then protect monastery treasures ÚC7&'Å�8�'�2Bxy!
I~34>?k¬;<>?@A


• Know where the most valuable lineage treasures are located within the 
monastery; hopefully your pre-disaster documentation will provide 
comprehensive information including a map and pictures ¼56789:Bq;
Ab7><×Bô7)fÞ=>M*`B�?@����qA&ä8äÁ7×By
���


• Learn how to carry them so that they are properly supported and more damage 
does not occur. This is described in the Emergency Response chapter of this 
resource. YB3ÄCp@AkÔZÛ�6AMDNBæEàvG�>ª2s�6
F7�GBH¢£,-IJK�þLM
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• Identify where to carry them, to a safe place that is secure ?E67V@AC²
ú��T�;"Bxy&t


• Keep every broken part of every treasure ;�rN�@ABNTOÈ¦QP





Document the fragments and damaged treasures you have collected VMQøÙ§BÝ
2B@A8�BÀÁ3ëGR�?
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👆 這是我們寺院在2015年四⽉25⽇地震中損壞的有⼆⼗年歷史的壁畫碎片


 It is important to collect each damaged and displaced part of treasures. They are an 
important part of the history and contain blessings of the monasteries. QøNT�Ý2
+�)QPB@A�©Ø�B��6�GSBØ�TöQPkAÇ>?B9U� 

What can you do to protect yourself after an earthquake? You train in protecting each 
other. In other words, learn about basic emergency response for people. You want to 
think of people first and treasures second. I know that often in disasters monks have 
run back into a monastery when it is burning or when there is an earthquake to save 
their master’s treasures and there has been death and disfigurement from that. People 
first. Then, you find out when the museum, monastery, or library building is safe to go 
back into before you run into it to save things in an organized way, following the 
instructions of a team leader. &'Å�kMCHËþÿ§;<JUñ\V�-.0e;
<�%WX¨k���YB¤5Bù�¢£,-�M,õÎíÐY5k��Z�@A�K
67��7*+���k>?�7[\+&'�7��ÅÆ:k456L3²1¤=6X
oBAbkÎ4õö]�8^_BÌd�5Dxyó`T���k3aM��QÇb[t
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u+ä�bô7BÃ&�xyBkÓÔcd34k7MLd²�Te&1¤Æb�`k�
fSéêR£5B�¹�


With earthquakes, people come first. Safety first, and the tremors that follow 
earthquakes can be unpredictable. Often, following the earthquake and tremors, 
monks feel safe to return to monasteries that are still standing following the initial 
quake. However, the tremors following can cause collapse, even though the structure 
appears to be sound. Structural damage to your monastery and community buildings 
also depends on the type of building; many current monasteries are concrete 
structures, whereas in the past they could have been made of wood or beaten earth. 
Recently, monasteries and meditation centres in urban areas are being located in tall 
office buildings. &'���k5�Î�ÐÑ�xy`Tkà&'�B'9vÓgh��
���B�k&'8'9Å�k456iAjEÓÔxydM><Ó×Ük�z�klß
´�Î'�:�mn3ÄkðñÃ&x(ÖÙ§m2k�'9ÓC�o�pÜ�MB>?
8³òqrax(XB2sÆskèt�Ã&B¶5Þ©ªN`>?�_kx(kàÅ²
�6ÓC;�ux(+s/Ãõàö�àvw§kèÍ�xy:B>?8zå: �7©
{BÑÒ\U×�


Earthquakes damage things outside of buildings and they also cause damage inside. 
One temple was all right outside but inside everything was completely ruined. &'2s
Ã&OBb|k�õö×QB2s��T�>?O}ÖÙ§m~kÓ×QyQ;¥2^
Ü� 
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Earthquake and tremor damage inside a monastery with shattered glass &'89�2

sÜ>?×Q�·k'ÀÜ��
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 Nuns inspect statues inside of traditional wooden shrines no67SÖqru�tÌ×
Bt�
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Statues within traditional wooden shrines can move around and fall over during 
earthquake and tremors. You can make them more secure with a base and padding that 
won’t be seen in the case qruºtÌ:Bt�7&'8'9:�ÓC�)+�Í�M

ÓÔ9�T�Su�OÖv�B�è8��kÔE;t�>xy 
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These suggestions were made by monastics and come from their own experience 
following traumatic earthquake events: ~��456EÅ*+:B&'ÅÆ�kSJD
EF�GBÃã% 


Earthquake Suggestions from Monastics in Nepal Monasteries in Their Own 
Words n��>?4ò�M=6-&'BÃã 
• Heavy chandeliers can be replaced with lighter ones �ØB_�c�ÓÔY1TËB
c�$�


• Styrofoam can be scooped and lined with soft cotton for stable placing and storing     
statues ����ÓÔ8��`TÙYþ$%&ef8��t�


• Styrofoam can be used as back support (colour matching background) to prevent 
statues moving during an earthquake ì����Bï����ÓÔYþt���BI
�kÔ^2t�7&':�)


•  Lightweight storage boxes with good quality styrofoam scooped for placing 
individual items and lined with cotton 7ef��bpB1]Q��Ç�:kY�Ñr
B����8�`+�´Ç��|


• “One Child One Light” project in India is a good source of inexpensive solar lights  
sBHT�¡dT¢�I./�Z£B¤¥C�¦©rB§§


• Monastery wall fragments (with paintings) can be numbered, wrapped in cotton cloth, 
and stored in dry place for use later either to place back or use as reference for new 
painting ì�Ù/Bï>?¨ÙÀÁÓÔ¸©âRkY�`qªrk�Ç7«¬B&
tkÔZ<§Ç�æ+�þógÙ/B®Ð�Y
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After the earthquake damage was cleaned up in this monastery, the damage to the 
main Buddha statue remained, because its head was turned due to the earthquake’s 

strength &'B2s¼½Å�k6è>?�ut�B2sKß�7kÎó7¯':t�°
±��)Ü 

In many monasteries there are large lighting fixtures. During an earthquake, it often 
happens that they fall down and can hurt people and cause great destruction. Many 
monasteries have large, glass chandeliers hanging with lots of crystals. During a large  
earthquake these chandeliers fell down and hurt people, with the crystals scattering. 
Heavy chandeliers can be replaced with lighter ones, or the strength of the connection 
to the ceiling can increased (an inexpensive suggestion). ©ª>?YÜ\]B�¦�
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f�&'���k�6E���Í²�5k³�õö©\BÝs�©ª>?½\B��´
�µ|Ü_��\&'§�k6Ë´�¶Í��5Dk_�·ÍT&�Ø]B_��ÓÔ
Yy¸1B�¦$�k+��9%8¹´ºB«xìZ£þ@BÃãï�


One monastery that rebuilt after a major earthquake chose sturdy wooden ceiling 
lights, firmly attached to the ceiling, and with LED lights within. This sturdy design was 
used to prevent the lights falling down and harming people during the next earthquake. 
Tô>?7T�\&'Øm��ØÃ�k78Y»%Buºc�k¼¼&½7¹´ºXk
��YLED��6�$%·.BY¾�7�w���&'�^2c��Íà��5,�

 





Earthquakes and tremors can cause the large and heavy chandeliers that decorate 
monasteries to fall down. Both people and treasures can be seriously damaged. &'8
'9��o�¿tuB\][�ØB_���Í~§kàRâ58@AfØ2��


Often in monastery storage rooms, treasures are not protected but are placed on 
shelves or in boxes. If you store them safely, when you have tremors, they will not be 
damaged. Styrofoam can be very useful: a cavity can be carved out of the styrofoam, 
lined with cotton, and the treasure "nested" in it.  This can keep statues and other 
treasures in place. You can also use styrofoam for huge statues. In some of the 
monasteries, the largest, most valuable statues fell over and broke. >?B�Ç°�
�kAb���À�¥;<rkà�ef7'dX+�d��3aMxyBÇ�6Q�Ù
§kNG�'9�k�6Çv�lM2s����������%Ç�:°ÁT�Âk·
X�´kß�VAbe3²�6Ã�ÓÔ%Ò³t�8�=Ab������ÓÔYþq
ª\]t��TË>?:8\[89:Bt�k7&':Ä~àÝÀ�
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	 	 Local merchants may sell stable storage and support materials N&ÅÆ
��GÇÈ:©rBYþ�Ç+IÉB��
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You can sometimes locate styrofoam or other inexpensive pieces of packing materials 
from local merchants; try to find chemically stable materials, not cardboard or other 
paper products.  One monastery thought of painting the recycled styrofoam the color 
of the shrine so that its bright white color was muted when placed behind treasures to 
support them. ��ÊMÓÔ7N&ÅÆ��ËM����+�=Z£BYþ¼q8ÌÇ
B���äÑY��:ÍYx($%B��kv�YÎº+�=Î5BÏZ��Tè>?
ÐYVdQw)YB����Ð�ötuB��kÔZe7@A��HIÉ�k�?ÑB
Ò�v�¤ÓÔ�





This picture shows how a museum has created low-cost and safe storage in an 
earthquake zone by carving out Styrofoam for the treasures to rest in. During severe 

tremors the treasures will stay in place and not fall off the shelf 6¶äÁÓ¹B�T�7
&'RBÕbbkV����ÁGÖ°§efAb6T×ö�ØxyB��tu�7G�

fØ'9�kAb;¥%Ò³àv�S'dX�Í� 
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This is an example of a simple support you can create to place around the base of 
statues. It is made from Tyvek (used in building construction and easy to find in local 

markets) and filled with sand or other weight. MÓÔHG6ÃT�Ù³t��èBÚ�
IÉ���B���{ÛsÜÝÞßöÎìYþÃ&��k7N&Åà©_�ËMïk�

�Ôá+�=âØ���ã� 

There are also solar lights so that every monk and nun can have a light that doesn’t 
require a battery or electricity. They are very inexpensive. Using these solar lights 
during an earthquake when there’s no power, everyone will have light. These lights are 
good for an emergency but also good to save on power bills for every monastery and 
school because every time it gets dark you just switch on this little light and every 
student, monk, and nun can read. And it’s free from the energy of the sun. For 
example, there is a company called “One Child, One Light” and they have solar lights 
for $5 or less each. You can give one to everyone in your workplace, monastery or 
school and you can use them all the time. During the day, put them in the sun and at 
night you do not need electricity.  During an earthquake when there is no electricity, no 
power, and therefore no light, you will have been using these and recharging them 
every day anyway. They are amazing resources. In addition to solar lights, wind-up 
torches (flashlights) can be used immediately and located throughout the monastery 
close to fire-extinguishers, and in entranceways. ¤¥C�¦��ÓÔÐYBk6�N)
4n;ÓÔmg±ä+å±�ÓÔYXBkæç�Z£�N&'���È±Ük¤¥C�
��èXY�kÛN�5;C��é�6¶�7¢£!I~©zYk³��-N�>?8
YêKë±Í���kÎó¹ì��MÚg�¼PooT¢¤¥C�kN�5---4n[
Y�---;ÓÔ7�~íî�6Z�§J¤¥BáÍCÑ�Ë�Ìdk�T�¢óHT�
¡dT¢�IBÒïk=6B¤¥C�ç�75ðñ+>×�MÓÔÛMBýþô7&[
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>?+Yê�N�5;ò�T¢kó�;ÓÔYAX�Ò¹�kÇ�6e7¤¥~kôX
MÓÔvg�±�&':�±ÜkàÀ±�À��kM�ÓÔYM¤¥C�kN¹â�6
ã±�ªÿõBC§ö÷ÃÜ¤¥C�kPÞ7>?øvµ�ù[4��úa´B'±û
�¡üèXY��


Monk recharges his solar light every morning outside of his room. In some monasteries, 
monkeys would take it, so it could be recharged inside of the window facing towards 
the sun. N¹ýX45Ç=B¤¥C�e7×Oã±�TË>?��þdGÀk�ÿ�

�k�ÿ�e7!N��k"Ø¤¥§ã±� 

When wall paintings are damaged, and fragments fall, they can be numbered and 
wrapped up carefully. N¨Ù'¦2skÀÁ�ÍkÓÔÇ�6#$lo &qÙ§�
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	 In one monastery, the few remaining fragments of their historical wall paintings 
were documented and kept as monastery treasures Tô>?¦�GS:BÙ/ÀÁ¥

;�4?kþó>?BAb}Ù§�
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Earthquake Advice and Experience from Monastics in Their Own Words 45C�
ôM��&'BÃã8EG 

• Supports can be created to help prevent statues from moving during 
earthquakes. ÓÔ��ât�BIÉkÔát�7&':�)�


• Monastery wall fragments (with paintings) can be numbered on the back, 
photographed (bearing same number), wrapped in cotton cloth, and stored in a 
dry place for use later (either to place back or to use as reference for new 
painting). Simple undyed cotton cloth used for storage can be purchased in the 
market. The cloth is then soaked in boiling water to get rid of chemicals from 
manufacture (such as formaldehyde), and then dried in the sunshine. >?�Ù/
B¨ÙÀÁÓÔ7%�#$kl«³�$âíæ�?kwY�`qªÙ§ke7«
¬B&tkÔüÇ§ôgìØgefd¨X+�þógÙ/B®Ðï�ÓÔ7Åà
&MÚ�BÀ�Ð�B�`Yþqª����`&d§��íYP_'�kÔÃ²
X�ºõÅÆ:BÍYbìy3()ïkß�7¤¥~*«�


• Could consider new painting on framed canvas instead of directly on the wall. g
Ù/ÓÔÐY/7+`Xkß���kà�,¬/7¨X�
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• If plastic is used for wrapping treasures, wrap in cotton first, and then use 
better-quality plastic. 3aqª@AB���k�ÿíY�`kwY�ÑrB��
qª�


• Making the Dharma symbols on top of the monastery in alternative materials to 
solid heavy concrete; could be an option that helps to prevent injury and death 
during future seismic activity. >?ÄcB@-¸.ÓÔY�=��$�z|/Ø
B_kÞ6�0�<§G�&'a*ò�0á��B78�T�


• Heavy older glass and metal chandeliers can be replaced with lighter ones. ©Ø
B1��8ñ2c�ÓÔY>1B�$��


• Creation of bases for statues to limit damage during future seismic activity. x�
t��èÓÔ0á<§&'�B2s�


• Lightweight, strong storage boxes with good-quality internal supports created 
for placing individual items. These boxes can be carried out of the monastery by 
a prearranged plan wherein the most valuable treasures are identified. 13Øx
zk×QIÉ��ì�BQ��kÓY§%Ò��BbZ�6ËQ��7�í.4
rB!I~kÓÔÇ89:B@ARG>?ÔZEw�


Summary 5x 
Earthquakes and tremors occur in certain regions. You can save lives and treasures 
both in your monastery by conducting risk assessments and creating your Emergency 
Plan in advance. Although advice and information from international earthquake 
experts is included in our appendix, some of the best and most practical suggestions 
and solutions come from monks and nuns in monasteries who have personal 
earthquake experience. You can find more about specific low-cost and simple 
prevention and remediation techniques in other chapters of PRESERVATION OF 
BUDDHIST TREASURES RESOURCE, such as Documentation, Wall Paintings, 
Storage, Fire, Water, etc. &'8'9��76ÒBVW�=ÅgíH!"#$8�Ò¢
£./kMÓÔ1¤�78>?B@A�ðñK67��:Q�Ü89&':V6BÃã
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Thank you to funders for Preservation of Buddhist Treasures Resource including 
The Pema Chodron Foundation, Khyentse Foundation, Shambhala Trust, Shelley and 
Donald Rubin Foundation, Oracle Corporation, Henry Ming Shen, Anne Thomas 
Donaghy, and many more. 
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感恩「保存佛教寶藏資源」的資助者：佩瑪丘卓基⾦會、欽哲基⾦會、香巴拉信託、雪莉
&唐納德魯賓基⾦會、甲骨⽂法⼈團體、亨利 沈明、安 托⾺斯 多納吉，以及其他很多
⼈。


 


PRESERVATION OF BUDDHIST TREASURES chapter about EARTHQUAKES will soon 
add an enriched Appendix, until then, please contact us directly for this information:


• Pre-earthquake preservation of monastery treasures experience

• Pre-earthquake documentation of treasures

• Pre-earthquake disaster vulnerability assessment 

• Field-guide assessment forms

• A shopping list for disaster supplies, and list of supplies which you will need for 

after a disaster

• A supply list for your command center, because after a disaster, a command 

center with a command person and hierarchy is essential
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